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datE:, y,as fo:cci bly bI':Jught forth that A..EOYA

3nd~x post facto

in uddi t:Lon to being a :.::t::1.'ong inf0rCnCG-making device is also a

powerful correlational technique, applicable to data not ::1cetint';

t he '"1".... equi.rements of variables in tra('li {~.L": OIJa~..L ""'JOX"+l' <~l SC·illJ· p·l·....··!-; a1"" - - l: '" v .(~, "" .. _ ~ .~ u_. ,

and ilul tiple correlation.

Hovrever, for the research worker the prolific explorr::.tion of

ANOVA as a variance-accmUlting metl'Jod accor.:panied by' a.mbifs'1..ter..u:;l:,-

vagL~e guidilllC5 in the use of it, has probably at present resulted

in SOBe cO::lfusio:l as to which Varial'"l.Ce :::-atio to choose for varim.1.s

types of data and different research problems. Tt1ere :"s ~1 ge!Ju.inr:,-·
4'.

lJ felt need, I think, for further and d.eeper pen~:::-atior: into

the nature anrl informative ve.lu(;; of constrt.1.cts like eta-squared,
. ~

",..,.
epsilon-squared 1 omega-squa.red., and ratios of vaJ:.':"ance cQ::l~)One!lts.

Along 'wi th thj.s should go 8. more systematic s.t',..:ldy of' th6 :Pre.....iou~
I

l:~ terature to wake it cleur to what extent scer'1ine1y new con-·

stru.cts in this field to day are rediscoveries of constructs

already cO!l~eived some 50 or 60 years ago (see, for exampll~,

Isserlis 1919, Pearson 1923, Wishart 1932).

The dis(:'l)ssion present6d in this paper is a report en ~. p::cojE'ct

in which tIle author i.s presently engaged with the purpose of

colleo ting cmd integrating, historically and systematicall;y-, the

3ca.ttered and 9iecem61:d treatrr:cnts of the different topic::::; and

·x ~:he draft f:L:rdshcd August 1975
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iS13ues eonceni.ing the variance-accountine aspects of ANOVA.

As I see i·~, information on "variation accounted for"in AllOVA

desi~~s can be extracted from three levels: t~e level of sum of

squares, the level of mean squares, arJd the level of variance

components which is the deep, latent structure of mea..'Y1 squares.

There should be general agreement that the ratio eta-squared is
.. ,

a SUlllS of squares ratio, that epsilon-squared and omega-squnred'J

are ratios on the meanlsquares If:Yel, and that intraclass types

of correlation are va.riance components ratios.

1) No distinction will be made in the present paper between
epsilon-squared and omega-squared. ~:hey are in principle
identical measures of association (see Glass an.d Hakstian 1969) ~
the distinguishing feature being a slight difference in the
definition of total variance. The author's personal prefere~ce

is for epsilon-squared.

Now, in a very general sense sums of squares ratios, ne~~

square ratios, and components ratios are structurally alike. They

all give the proportion of variation accounted for. Thus, Hays

(1963),325 maintains that "the index omega-squared W) is almost

identical to two other indices, .•• the intraclass correlation a.YJ.d

the correlation l~tioll (the last one called eta or eta-squared

in this paper). Haggard(1958),6 says, "The coeffic:LeYlt of intre.

class correlation is the oeasure of the relative homogenei~y of

the scores within the classes in relation to the total variatiun

among all the scores in the table It ••• "More specifi.cally, we may

wish to know to what extent the Yariation of scorGS Vii thin classes

(persons, traits, etc.) is less than the variation of scores

"between classes II (p7). Haggard's description of the intraclass

correlation i.s so general and therefore so vague that it applies

as well to the other ANOVA measures of association, like eta-

squared and epsilon-squared.
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'Po me tt now seems important to put an emphasis to what may

be said to be the distinguishing features beuveon eta, epsilon,

an alpha (an alternative name for intraclass correlation or

componentn ratios) in order that one should be able to see what

can be considered a sauno. and differentj.ated application of the

various measures of association.

According to my own conception· a fundarnental distinction

should be made between eta and epsilon on the on~ hand and alpha

(intraclass correlation) on the other. Vihile eta Dnd epsilon are

ratios of manifest, observed measures of variatiox1, alpha i.a a

ratio of inferred measures of variation, implying a theoretical

structure of the measures.

In the subsequent discussion no further attention will be

paid to the construction of alpha as distinct from the construc

tion of eta and epsilon. Rather, the emphasis will be put on an.

argument for the convincing reason ~Nhy the research worker should

choose epsilon-squared before eta-squared as a general recomrnen-

dation when intraclass correlation is judged out of question.

Uneasiness about the application of eta-sQuared.

Recent treatments of eta-squared (see, for exronple, Cohen 1968,

Overall and Spiegel 1969, Kennedy 1970, Eikeland 1971, Cohen 1973)

have been mostly concerned with describing the neat formal
Implicitly so to speak

properties of a general eta construct./according to these treat-

ments,the research worker in substroltive fields may feel free

to an almost unrestricted use 'of eta-squared, since warnings .for

not using eta-sqltared are almos~acking.
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In my ovm thinking and in the role as a consultant to research

workers in different fields I have become somewhat uneasy about

an unreserved application of eta-squared, and some dramatic

experiences with spuriously high ratios for no good reason have

rorced me to seek for a more definite answer to why a.rtificial

results so ea3ily obtain. The vague feeling that it had something

to do with degrees of freedom made me Bore disquiet than quiet
not

as long as an intuitive understanding of what was at work could /

be provided.

Most dramatically I experienced how deceptive and untrust-

worthy eta-squared can be in analyzing a lncthods experiment one

of my consultees made, using a repeated measures design with 48

subjects and 2 replications (pre- and posttest). ~nat struck me

as unreasonable 'tvas that the eta-squared. for differences between

subjects across replications was so unexpectedly large. I there

fore decided to perform a random experiment with the 96 actual

scores gained from the methods experiment. From the pool of 96

scores I randomly picked observations to put in ~le 48 by 2 cells,

in the design table. Certainl;y~, the logical expectation of eta

squared for subjects should be zero. However, I got ~2= 0.52.

The expectqtion of eta-sauared in random experiments.

vVhen a null condition exists in a data matrix,variation of

scores within groups should be equal to variation of scores be

tween groups. From elementar,Y sampling sta.tistics one Imows that

the expected standard deviation of group means based on random

samples of equal size drawn from the same population is a

function of the popula.tion standard deviation and sample size.
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J!'or gaining an intuitive understa.'1ding of hOVI to find the ex.-

pccted eta-squared under null condition, the sta.11.dard error of

the meen nnd. its basic meaning should prove an advantaeeous point

of departure.

Recallj.ng tha.t for a simple ANOVA design eta-squared can be. -

defined. as the ratio of between groups sum of squares to total

sum of squareB, the expected eta.~.squared can be deriyed the

follmving way:

E(SST)(k-1) k-1
- ---

E(SSm)(lT-1) N-1
J.

(1 )

in which E(~2) is expected eta-squared, B(SSB) the expected Slli~

of squares for groups, E(SST) expected total Sllm of squares, n.

nu..11lber of observations wi thin groups, (f the populatj.on standard
J

deviation, k the numbe~ of groups, F:...U }T total number of obser-

vations.

In deriving (k-1 )/(N-1) as the expected eta·~squa:red under
e

null condition som/expl~ation in the devBlopment of formula (1)

is in order. To obtain the 8xpected MSBin ANOVA from the stan

dard deviation in the population one needs to multiply the
?

.varirolce of the means, 6~/n, by n because in }\NOVA the MSB is

the variance of th8 1m scores when the respective group me~~s

have been substit"Uted for observed soores. ThUS, no-2/11 is the

E(MSB), ~~d multiplying by (k-1) gives E(SSB). Further, one
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should note that :E(SST/(H-1)) can be sub:'''Jtituted for 62• In

manipulating the expression it reduces to (k-1)/(H-1): The ex

pected eta-squared under null condition is the ratio of degrees

of freedom for benveen groups to degrees of freedom for the total

population of the sample. Of course, the total sample as a popu

lation should be thought of as extrcmelJ large.'

It is thought that the derivation perform.ed abo"Te should have

an intuitive 8.ppeal and that it is approximately correct,

sta.tistically vie-wed. For those who are well versed in the logic

of the variance estimates in liliOVA it would even be meaningful

to derive expected eta-squared more directly by just multipl~ying

62 by (k-1) to obtain E(SSB) and 62 by (N-1) to obtain E(SST) and

tah.-j.ng the ratio of the two. Thus,

Expected eta-squared under null condition ha.s been derived

on a. strictly mathematical basis by Pearson (1923) and. Wishart

(1932). Yii.shart' s result is the same as obtained in the presE.ll"t

derivati0n, but in Viishart' s derivation there is not much in

VAitive logic to be discerned for the mathematically uninitiated.

Kelley (1935) and Peters and Van Voorhis (1940) both mention

that expected eta-squa:::,ed is (k-1 )/(F-1) vlhen the population

eta-squarBd is zero. But their derivations are indirect through

the de~lvation of epsilon-squared.
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How to underst8.nd the spuriousness in. eta-so_lJ.~red.

Even with a proof that expected eta.-squared under null con

di tion is a. function of degrees of freedom, it is somewhat dj.f

ficult to grasp what land of artificial effect is at work. An

insight into the seeming mysteries of 'l/hy spurious ratios obtain

can be provided by becoming aware of the fact that the between

groups variance can be shown to be e~lal to the covariance be

~veen observed and predicted scores (Eikeland 1971). Now, the

hazard here is that each observed score participates in its own

prediction as the predicted score is the mean of the defined

group's scor0S. There is thus an il1herent contamination in the

cO""laria.'Ylce between observed and. predicted scores. The magnitu.de

of the spuriou.sness is a question of the influence an observed

score has in its ovm prediction. The less the nv~ber of obser

vations within groups, the more contamination will a.rise. Vii th

only ~vo observations per group as a basis for prediction the

expected eta-squared under null condition will have 0.50 as 0.

limi t when the number of groups increases. In locking at ratio~)

of RumS of squares this way, my ovm dramatic eA~erience of an

extremely high eta-squared coefficient vvhen a zero one was

expected, can be explained by the fact that in obtaining the

eta-squared for differences betvleen 48 persons I had only 2

observed scores for estimating the predilJted score for the self

same 2 observed scores. It goes withcut say:ing that the conta-

·mination must be appreciable. In fact, I had to expect an eta

squared coeffj.cient of magnitude (k-1 )/(N-1) ::.: (48-1 )/(96-1) :.:

0.49. Recalling that my random experiment generated an eta-squared

of 0.52, the result can be considered a probable event from a

sampling point of view.
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In research where multivariable design::..; are us(~d with rele.-

tively small :J~1I1ples it should by now be clear that ete,-square6.

can be a quite treacherous measure of strength of association

betv,reen independent classificatory varj.ables and a dependent

quanb.tative dependent varj.able. By lmovdng that spurious results

is dependent on the relation of number of groups to total nluD.ber

of obse:'L"'vatienS , one CcU1 compare observed eta-.squared VIi th ito

expectation under null condition and take account of this in the

interpretation. It is of course a much better 8it~uation than

being naive and igl1ore.:nt in this respec"t. But there i.fJ an even

better solution.

Enoi1 on-~D."ea and its exnec'tation 'Lmder null eo}}di tiol.}..

Fortunately, there is another choice I'or a mea,sure of strength

of association viliich will correct for the dependency of eta-

squared on degrees of freedom. Kelley ("1935) was aVlare of the

bias in eta-squared and developed its unuiased companion, epsilon

squared,[2, where sums of squa.res were su.bstituted for mean

squ::lres,

~
MS1" SSw/(N-k) ~~tT.=1~ (2)1

,.
1 1= - = - = -

MST SSm/(N-1 ) SST(N-l:~....

where k is the number of groups and H total number of observations.

Formula (2) can easily be lnanipulated into another fo:r.m by

·writing S&W/SST as its complementary value, i.e.(1 _ ~2),

~2 = 1 _ (1 _ n 2 )(IT=l)
N-k

which sho'us that epsilon-squared has just the same form as
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the shrinkage formula in traditional multiple correlation.This

C1;'.11 be found in Pet'3rs end 'laY}. VoorhisC19'~O),Cohen(1965)and(1968)

Cureton(1966),Glass and HzJm-cian(1969)al1d ~iIcNcmar(1969).

VI11at is of considerable interest in au!' context is the ex-

pectation

for 1)2 in

2
of e under null condition. ltJ substituting {k-1 )/(N-1 )

(3) we get,

i = 1 - (1 - {Jr-1 ))(N-1 )
N-1 N-k

== 1 - er-1.~1~+1 )eJ- 1) == 1 - (II::..lf )(ll=1 ' == 1 1 0 (4 )N-1 N-K) - ==
N-1 N-k

Thus, epsilon-squared has a chance value of zero when zero

association c:dsts in the population between the independent

and the dependent variable, which shoYrs tha"li we rJ.!,E; better off

wi th epsilon-squared thd!l wi"Gh eta-squared.

In applying (3) to my o~vn dramatic example, the spuriou~ly

high eta-sq~areQ of Oa52 will be corrected to 0.05, which under

the null condition (random experiment) :ts quite a plausible

result for a measure of association.

;partie.::.L semipartial, and multiple eta-squared and epsilon-

~qnared.

The demonstrations presented above have all been foY.' the

"one..way .AlgOVA design. Most likely, in practtcal research work

the more fruitful application of measures of strength of:' relation-

ship will prove to be with ID'.lltivariable designs, i.e. with more

than one independent variable. Generalizing to more complex
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designs vlill not be too diffj.cult. In the mul tivariable case

one should be careful to reco[,'11ize the options the researcher
non/

has in choosing variantc of measures of association. For ortho-

gonal multiways Al~OVA d.esigns, i. e. vvhere a correlation exi.sts

bet\veen the :i.ndependent variables, the relation bet\veen

independent variables and the dependent vari8.ble can be explored.

by way of four types of association which for conceptual puri!0ses

should be distinguished as principally different.

a) The relationship between one ind.ependent variable,uninfluenced
s

by other independent variable/in the design, emd. the intact de-

pendent variable.

b) The relationship between one independent variable, uninfluenced

by other indcI)endent variables in the design, and a reduced de-

pendent variable where the other independent variables have also

been partialled out.

c) The relationship between a combination of orthogonalized in

dependent variables and the intact dependent variable.

d) The relationship between a combina.tion of orthogonalized in

dependent variables and a reduced dependent variable where the

independent variables not included in the combination are parti-

aIled out.

The categories of relationship listed above correspond to

deRcriptive, statistical constructs well }mcvm from more tradi-

tional correlational ffilalysis. In ANOVA designs the resulting
be

measu:::-es of association could appropriately ,named,

a) semipartial, bivariate eta-squared or epsilon-squared

b) partial, bivariate eta-squared or epsilon-squared
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c) semipartial, multiple eta.-s(l1~ared 01' epsilon-squared

d) partial ~ multiple eta-squared or epsilon&~squared

Semipartial correlation (see, for example,Hunnally' 1967) is here

used as a synonym for the more commonly' used part correlation

(sees for exronple, McNemar 1969).

Whj.ch type of measure of association to choose is for the

research worker to decide depending on1y on the research problem

he seeks an answer to. ~f.lhus, there can be no general recommen

dation that either a partial or a semipartial approach ~)hould

be a best procedure (cfr. Kerreed;y 1970 and Cohen 1973).

It proves almost prohibitive to vmrk out a set of formulas

to be applicable to any kind of complex PJ.TOVA designs when these

measures of association are soug-,ht for. I.Iechanieal ntles v/ill

one would like to say "custom-

not do. Insightful thinking is necessar~r to be able to construct
a

calls/"eustom-taiJ.ored partial 1"\2". In thewhat Cohen (1973),111
of

system/categories presented above
partial and 2 0

tailored/semipa.rtial 1J or t,"-".

In order to be more concrete and specific as to what the

different measures of association (a - d aboYe) mGan and hoVi

they can be ,[lorked out and interpreted, a set of' hypothetical

data is presented in the matrix of Table 1. An experiment is

performed to assess the effect of IQ group membership and socio

econoI1ic group membership, 8E, separatel:r for eaeh variable, in-
the

-eluded /interaction, and also in combination, on school achieve-

ment. IQ group membership is obtained by having teachers rate

pupils as above or below median intelligence, and two socio

economic sub-populations are deliberately chosen so as to possibly
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maximize hypothes:Lzed ef.fect::,. Let 'uD assume proportionate,

stratified random sampJ.ing, and a total sronple of N = ?-O.

Table 1. Hypothetical data matri.x.

22,0

17,2

"'---1

i r\ro.

I ;~
i
j

18
, 16I..................... ··f--.. ·- .. -

24
22
20

22
20

18 22

16 20

14 18

12 I
10 I !
.-----r---.---------!

17,8 21,4 19,6

SV (B) SE,wlow 1 -'high
...- ....- ....-----..--...-.- r ---.-------;

I ~:
I 2~-

IOh · .. 1 (A1~ 1.[;1

10"low

As can be seen from the data matrix the desiGYl is ma.de non-

orthogonal. fllere is a correlation between IQ ?Jld SE, or between

A ana. B, but the i.nteraction AB is urlcorxclated with both A and

B. (This is a deliberate simplification in order not to compli

cate mat+.ers too much in the analytic procedure.)

In reading the ANOVA table, Table 2, one should. note that

.the sums of squares in column SS1 are not additive, i.e. theJ"

do not sum to SST' the total sum of squ..ares. \T.llile the observed

SSs for A, B, and AB p.dd to 196,8, the correct SS for combined

groups is 148,8. This discrepancy is a consequence of the corre-
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lation bC'b.-leen I\. and B. Tn coluIJil1 ;;;)2 the :influence of intel ...

ligenc8 on socioeconomic groups has been partialled out, and

~lable
r, AlTOVA table for hypothetical date..c..

Source df SS1 SS SS. 2.· 3
A (IQ) 1 115,2 115,2 67,2
B (S':' '. 1 6~· ,8 16,8 64,81:...1 )

AB 1 16,8 16,8 16,8
Within cells 16 240,0 240,0 240,0____._0
~'otal 19 388,8 388,8 388,8

in column SS3 the inflnence of SE on IQ has been partialled out.

The partialized 3Gs ~~ll be symbolized as SSB.A for column SS2

and SSj B for colUlJU1 SS7. By the narti6.lizing nrocedure colurms
i..j~ :J ~ ...... ~

SS2 and SS3 have been made additive. This is accomplished for

column SS,?, for example, by SUbtracting A's and A.B's contributions
L..

from SS for combined groups which is 148,8. Thus, SSB.A =

SSG - SSA - SSAB;:: 148,8 - 115,2 - 16,8::: 16,8 Vlhi.ch is B'3

contribution ind2pendent of both A's and AR's contributior...s to

the grcup variation.

Now, let us see how the four categories of ~ea3ures of associ-

ation related to complex Ai10VA designs, the a-d categories pp.10-

11 above, can be applied in our example. Say tha"'v the rzsearch

problem concerns the effect of SE on school achievement with the

influence of IQ controlled.

a) If the intention is to asses the strength of association be-

tween SE wi.th IQ partialled out and the intact scores on school

achievement, i.e. when all other systematic variables are parti

aIled out of the independent variable of concern but not out of
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the dependent va.riable, then a semipartial eta-squared or

epsilon-squared is called for.

First, the semipartial, bivariate eta-squared vlill be symbo-.

lized, defined,and compllted. The research problem as posed here

will be conce:t'l1ed with column SSr"j in Table 2 because it is a
c..

question of controlling IQ. Thus,

SSB .. ~ .. ,. 8.A,ldj = Ib,
= 0.0432......

SST 388,8
(5 )

In (5) the subscript to eta-squared should be noted. It signifies

that eta-squ.arod is bet','feen intact Y (dependent variable) and. B

controlled for A and AB. In our example it is unnecessary to

control B for A3 since B and AB are lIDcorrelated alr'eady by

design. However, for the purpose of covering the more general

case of 1l0northogonal design, AB is included as if controlled for

statistically.:rme result in (5) is commonly described A.S the

correlation between Y and B.A,AB which is the square of 0.0432,

i.e" 0,208. S"here is not much gained by sticking to this convcn

vcntion since the squared coefficient lends itself so much mere

easily to a meaningful interpretation.

Of even more interest in our context is to deveJ.op the

degrees-of-freedom-corrected eta-squared of (5). :B'ormula (2)

wi th a slight modification will be used. In stead of SSW we novi

had better change to SSu' meaning sum of squares for residual.

By SSn we shall m.ean the left-over SS when SS for the systematic

source of interest is subtracted. from the defined total SS, which

can be either the unreduced total S8, SSI.r' or a reduced SS total,

SST' • In effect, SSR will be a new Ilerrortl tenn including a
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genuine error term Sf\I +sy'stl;]matic sources. More in keeping

with the logic of semipartial, bj.variatc eta-squared or epsilon-

squared would be, I t.hink, to regard the systematic variation

not included in th'2 systematic variation of interest as ignored
rI

variation. By taldng one syt'2I'1atic source of variation at a

time, ignoring the other systematic sources, one behaves as if

no more information were at hand than that contained j.n the

source of particulai." :i_ntere~;t right noy!. Therefore, the ib"TIored

s;)rstematic variation will temporarily go to the noise category

of Yariation <?.nd in a vmy reduce the signal by signal + noise

ratj.o. (Noti ce, this Ylill not happen vih8n pa~tial eta-sqll.ared or

epsilon-squared are used.) After this, 8. ::nore general defin:L tion

of epsilon-sCluared for the semipartial, bivariate category can

be- v,'rl" J·oI- cYl• v lJ ~~ S

~2
~Y(B.A,AB) .- 1 - (6)

== 1 - 372,0(12.) __ 1 - 1,0099,.1-5 -- -0,009945
388,8 18

Epsilon-sq"".Jared of (5) applied to our hypothet:Lcal data

has a yalue of zero. This mea."'1S that there i.s no association

between school achievement and SE .when the SE effect is taken

as an aver-nge e..~ross the two IQ groups, ~Uld when the general

IQ effect 011. school achievement across the 'i;wo SE groups he-s
for the two 1Q grcup~

been controlled for. (A possible differential SE effect/on

school achievement,with general 1Q effect controlled for, has

to do with the strength of aSGociation between the AB interaction

and Y, school achievement.)
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J!1crmula (6) C8J."1. bo manipulated into [,.nother form, ~Tielding

(7)

YThe}:'0 B-1 is degrees of' freedom for 13.

b) If one is interested in the relationsh:Lp bct17ecn SE,uninflu-

enc8d. by IQ and the SB/IQ interaction, and school achieven,cnt,

also lminflu.enced by IQ and the S:\~/IQ interaction, then a partial,

bivE;.riute eta-squared or epsilon-squared is called for.

I)

q·YB. A,AD -

SS.,~ ~ ~ .~
__-=.:.;:;,;r,.1.:.~__

SSB.A,AR + SSR

SSJj. A'1.A~

SST'
(8)

16,8

16,8 -:- 240,0
- 0,0654

Partial epsilon-squared, by adapting formula. (5) to t!le

present condition, will become,

2
%Vi'3 A AI'..l..t .~i.,~~ )

== 1 _ 240,0(17.) = 0,0070
256,8 16

.A ,particular attention shoulJ uo paid to the nlEuber of

degrees of freedom going with partial epsilon-squared. In the

present case, t.,,'ro SOUI'~el') have been pa.rtialled out, each with

df :::.: 1. Thus, dfT1 will be 2 lees than dfT, ancl 6fE will be 1
.
less than dfT , since the systematic source of interest i.n the

measure of association has df=1. The alternative fo:m. tv (9)

will be,

@}g.A,AB -
SSB.f!...1.AB - (B-1 )r.ISn

SSIj11
(10)
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:!:t shcp,ld be noted thai,; T'o1:.:Jn in (1) and MS:;:;. in (10) are not the

same definitions of the resid.ual ve,riati,o:c.. (see~ 1/;,bottom).

Formula (10) can be Ghovm to be identice..l to formula. (186)

in Peters and Van Voorhis (1940)~p.354, with a slight modii'i··

vation Elade £0:1::' the case cf intercorrelated independent variables

in our :formula (10).

c) Eulb.ple correlation is the eor:celaticn between a combinat:Lcn

of orthogonalized independent varjables with a criterion. It is

based O!l a sel11ipartial correlation proeedu:.ce in that an indepcm-

dent \i'ariable is partialJ.ec1 cut of another independent variablE::

but not out of the dependent var:LablE::. In our case tile multiplE:

e'tq-squared is given by taking the ratio of the between groups

sum of squares, which is 148,8, and ·total sum of squares, '\vhich

is 388,8. By this procedure maxiI~jLL'U variation accounted for is

taken out. No rcdtmdancy will occur eyen if the independent

variables are correlated.• Thus,

2
~Y(A+B ...q.+AB.A ,B)

SSw
- 1 -

SST

__ SSE == 1t. Q 8
'. --!:£J~ _ 0.3327

SST 388~8

( 11 )

The parallel to the shrlmken multiple correlB.tion sqnared in

traditi.onal multiple correlation procedures is multiple epsilon

squared. By using formula (2),

1 - 24o,Q(12) == 0,2670 (12)
388,8 16

The estimate of the bias in. multiple eta-squared is obtained by

taking the (k-1)/(N-1) rati0, i.e. 3/19 == 0.1579, which is the

expectation of (11) when no substantive a.ssociation exists in Cl,ata
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The f::'J. ternative formula, adftpted fer the case of multi pIe

epsilon-squs..r8cl, will havt~ the following form,

~2
~Y(A+B.A+A:S.A,B) .,

_. (G... 1)IilS
W

SST

= 148,8 - (4-1)15~0 _ 0,267C
388,8

where SSG is the Bum of squares for th~ four groups in the data

matrix of Table 1 and G total number of groups in the desi&l.

d) In c) above 'Tlhere nml tiple eta-squared C'<-.nd eps5.lon--squarecl.

were decribed, all three independent variablos, A, B, a.nd AB,

were used as prcdj.ctors. By so doing, the influence of IQ together

wi tb SE and the SE/IQ interaction vms observed. Hm',' , returni.ng to

the research problem as sketched pre-viousl:i (see p. 13), we mi[,ht

be interested in seeing to what extent a co:mbined general and

differential SE effect influences achievement scores \7hen intel-

ligence is controlled for both in the :Lndependent variables and

the dependent variable.'rh2 general SE effect is shcY:m i:c there is
e/

a diffel"encc in average achievrnent SCO:r.'C fel'" the tvlO SIB groupB

across the nvo IQ groups. A differential SE effect 1s present

if the difference in achievement between the SE groups i3 dif-

ferent for the two intGlligence groups. ~~he problem set forth

he!'e asks for a partial, mul tipl e eta--squared or epsilon-squared

which can be obt.ained the following way, first eta-squared,

2
QY(B+lJ3. B). A -

(14 )

16,8+16,8__---:....:::..Jt..:.:,..;:.....:..;~~_

16,8+,,6,.8+240,0 273,6
.- 0, 1228
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Next, (;psilon-squ,n'E~d for th::; samc p:coblem,

c<s d-',) H 11'11== 1 ( l ) ==

SST' dfn
1 _ 240,°(1 B) __

273,6 16
0,0132 (9)

The forill of' the partial ~ n,ul tiple epni.lon-squared as given

above is equal to formula (9) t:,t\. t the content is somewhat dif--

ferent, a::3 C,-U'l be SCGYl by comparing (8) B...'l1d (14). 111 using (9),

it should be clear that the problem posed defines SST' and SSn

in (9).

The altel":native form to the partiaJ! roul tiple epsilon-squared

wi.ll be,

2
ceY( 13+ATI. P, ) • A (15 )

The custom-tailored forms given to eta-squared and epsilon.,.

squared above for specific questions put to da.ta 811.0I.11d be a

reminder to the research worker that it is diffieult to give

qui to general fornr.llas for complex desigls because; so many pos··

sibili ties exist for specific probleffis to seek or.. answer to.

The presentation above is thought to be of considerable help

in showing that a conceptualiza,tion of the problem is necessa.ry

in order fo~ the research worker to be able to find a solution

to how to genera"te the correct measures o:f nssociati.on.

The presentation also has shovm that for every eta-squared

there has been a companion epsilon-squared at hand.
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1\he x'cason dW e1)3ilon-~3quFJ.r8(· r:ihould IV; Dreferrerl.---_.... -_._.__._.""----~ •.._-_..._-----,,--'------,

Kelley (1935) in descJ:i binG the properti os of epsi.lon-

squ.a:('od did not nakc a vf::ry strong case for generally preferring

epsilon-squared to eta-sq1.mred. Pete:cs and Van Voorhis (1940)

seem more intent on the v.se of epci.lon-.:3quared the2.1 e.n.y other

some 35 to 40 years agu, bu.t later on the interest in both

measure;] dwindled, and they were almost forgotten. Bolles and

lJessick (1958), Gaito(1958), rold Diamond (1959) did not succeed

in raising a neVi j.l1teres t.

Hayz's (1963) in-:;roduction of' omega-sQlJ.a:r-cc1 (in f'e.ct, a re~·

i.ntroduction of epsilon-squ[i.red) haG ca'lJ.ght mueh attention 8.nd.

led to extended use of mcasu.res of' strenght of association in

PJJOVA contexts. BU.t Ha~rs did not cOl0.1iare eta-squa.red c.nd omega-·

squ.ared. Cureton (1966) presented a very interestin.g p..nd illumi···

nating categorizi:ne of correlation coeffi(;jents ',',irtere the dis'A

tinguishing f'eai.7u.re may be said to be vthe;i;her the coci'ficie:~J.ts

were corrected or not corrected for bias bccwlse of degrees of

freedom~ But he does not take a stand as to application for one

category in preference to another. To him the choice is a. matter

of personal preference. The present author (Eikelanrl 1971) j.n his

dcsc:I'iption of how general the eta concept was, paid no attention

to ept;j.lon-squared. The same i.s the case vvith Kel"'...nec'.y (1970),

and Cohen I s (1973) reply to Kenr.Lcdy does :aot point to epsilcn-
more

squared as a/preferable choice than eta-squ8,red.

'rhus, research workers in the substantivo fields do not seem

to have been well guided by methodological papers in the j ou:rnals

to make what to me now looks as the most reasonable choice,i.e.

applyin5 epsilon-sq'.1ared is generally speaking the safest choice.
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My ovrn experience EJ...'1.d thtnJcing l::::a"vc no doubt about that an;y

longer. Al though. in principle eta-squared 80:1<1 epsilon-squared

convey the same information from d!.::.ta, e·Ga-sau.ared has the
lead to - results.

buil t-:Ln bias that happens to / quj. te decepti.ve al1.c1. misleadinf; /

III using epsilon-squared o:r;.'] need not be too vrar-;/ about small

samples in re8ec.~ch work as no bias is intI'oduced for that

reason. Certainly, small sa.n-;ples f311ou1d make us cautious in de-

ciding what should be regarded as sif,'TIal and wha t a:..~ noise

because smnpling :t'luctuations will be more p:r'edominant in the

statistics, but this is not bias.

The research worker, being ignorant of the spuriousness in

eta-squared, is likely to be dec eiye d , for eX8Jn.pl e, hl explorn.-

tory investigat;ions with a fixed data set and. pOGsihili ties of

splitting it up in more and more categories. Each new category

will almost certainly BeeIn to accoU:D.t for varie.tion since eta-

squared most urobablv will go UD by sheer artificial reasons.
~ u ~ .

(For an example of thi.s kind of applicatton, see Sols"tad 1973.)

In such cases the informed r3searcncr Imows that rol automatic

incrensc in eta-::)quared is likely to ha.ppen beC~nJ.8e the nume-

rator in E:J...'"Pec"Ged eta-squared (k.~1) goes up w:t1le the denomi-

nator (N-1) remains consta~t. III this regard epSilon-squared is

safe, and it is a convinci.ng reason for reCOTIlll1ending it to be liSf)d

~:ta-8quared <,'l_nd epsilon-squa-red- how men:rdngfu1...~~ the.;y:'?

Some years ago Glass and Hakstian (1969) brOUght forth what

might seem a devastating arg~ent aeainst the use of measures of

strength of association for fixed AlWVA designs. According to

them one should rather not use, for example, epsilon-squared.
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The heart of the matter, as they' see it, i:3 tl:.at tt :i.s nGt

meaningful to dE:8Cribe ret~ults in terms of a (squared) corn;letion

coefficient when the levels of one of the variables (the inde-,

pend.ent one) are arbitrarily or purposely chosen by the inves-

tigator, and more often than not ill defined. Certainly, there

are precautions to observe in this :cespect, but Glass <md Haks-

tian t:3 nrgt.lment applies as well to the use of a f:Lxed effects

ANOVA model at all as to the use of measures 01' association.

There can be good reasons for not using the term. correIat:Lon

in this context. Ha~Ts (1963) distingv.ishes betyrcen regression

problems andcor!'elation problems (approx:imatcl~'l' equivalent

to the distinction between fixed effects and rc..ndom effects

models :tn AIWVA). Glass a..'1d Hakstian a:::-gue force:r~ully for an

approach to problems that fits the random nadel, i.e. one should

be more concerned w:L th dravling levels :eandomlyto achj.eve

representative desif,rns. Nobody will disagree, but there can be

no doubt that fixed effects models are n.eeded in. seeking answer:?

t.o research questions. In Ha.y' c ter;:ns, regressi.on prob10IDs are

relev6...l1t.

In my vie'll the measures of stre:ng"t;h of assm:liation related

to fixed effects ANOVA designs mif,ht well be nOJ!lcd differentiation

ratios (see Diamond 1959) to avoid the mixing up with correla'liion

coefficients in a more narrow sense.

Glass a'\1.d Hakstian' s discussion is a. reminder not to interpret
e

ouch differentiation ratios in any absolut/sense. But that is

even the case vdth coefficients in more traditior:.al corre-

lation problems. The interpretation of such ratios will always

have to be made in a comparative and relative context, depending
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sample proYided, pre-YJ_01.U3 result with tb.c same kind of probL~m,

and so on.

Wi th such precautions in mil~d. I C[tn see no reason not to

ma1{e more oxtensive use ofepf3ilon-squf::J.:ced. ..
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